
WATER LEAK DETECTOR INVESTIGATION 

This report covers two sensors that probably best fit BTC owners’ needs.   However, there are many more available in 

stores and on-line.  The below information will give you some insight on what you may want to look for in your 

comparisons. UPDATE: 3-15-21 Moen makes one now; would not get it without the Leak Sensing Cable(s) ~5ft. (below) 

One essential criterion is that BTC cannot be responsible for monitoring any audible type alarm that you might put 

in your condo.  For this reason the only type of sensor that is practical is one that sends a message directly to you so 

that you may then request an inspection of your unit.  The features one should look for in a sensor that would be best 

for our application are: 

• Unit should be able to sense an area rather than a spot, helps cover water from above, inside, or below.  

• Best to cover more than one local area of condo (bathrooms, hot water heater, kitchen) with one unit if possible, but 

multiple units if necessary or less costly. 

• Sensor body should be out of water zone or be rated for water; need it to work again after sensing wet zone.  

• Battery life should be longer than expected absence, 6 months is really cutting it too close.   

• Don’t want special HUB or monthly monitoring fee; unit to be self-contained to get a message out.   

• Want a text/email message where ever when away.  Want to be able to easily remove units when in residence.   

 

Below are a couple of options that should fit these requirements, but each owner should decide for themselves what 

they can set up and make useable.  This information does not constitute an endorsement by BTC or myself on the 

products or any guarantee on performance; read the reviews and Q&A for the product before you purchase.  Note, 

neither unit will operate if the power is off to your Wi-Fi Hub as it gets the message to your phone. 

 

(1) Honeywell –  Lyric Wi-Fi Water Leak & Freeze Detector   $60   RCHW3610WF1001    

HomeDepot/Amazon 

Unit meets the 7 requirements above.  It uses the Bluetooth capability of your Smartphone and a free App to set up 

the base unit and the Wi-Fi of your condo to get the message out.  It comes with 4ft of reusable sensor cable that can 

be added onto up to 500 ft.  Battery (3AA) life is up to 3 years, but be conservative and replace them every year.  

Temperature and humidity sensing are done in the base unit (not along the rope water leak sensor) and alarms can be 

set up on programmed limits.  With 8-12ft of added sensor cable you can get from between the guest tub/toilet area 

to the water heater and dip into the pan under it.  A second unit could be used in the master bath; you name each unit 

in setup. Floor water is OK, but don’t submerge it.  Be sure the sensor rope is flat on the floor.  If there are any kinks in 

it out of the package, stretch it out so that they relax and unwind.  If the sensor rope were to be kinked up right over a 

grout line in a tile floor, for example, water could flow under it and the rope would never pick it up.  All it takes is a 

few drops anywhere on the rope to make it work, but if it never touches the water, it won’t trigger an alarm.  The base 

unit has sensor probes on the bottom and can be mounted on the wall or sit on the floor.  

Honeywell –  Wi-Fi Leak and Freeze Detector add-on Rope Sensor   $20   RCHWES4  - HomeDepot/Amazon 

This is a 4 ft extension to the sensor rope.    NOTE:  Some people have tried using a headphone extension to add wire 

length between sensing sections at a much lower cost; this could get you from the utility closet to the master bath.  I 

believe Honeywell indicated that it would not work, but did not say why (they want to sell the rope at $5 per foot).  

There is a first generation sensor rope that is different, so don’t confuse the two.  Sensor rope must be flat on floor. 



 

(2) D-Link –  mydlink Wi-Fi Water Sensor  $54  DCH-S160        Amazon 

This alternate unit meets the 7 requirements above.  This unit is 110VAC powered, no batteries.  It has a phone style 

3.5 ft detachable cable that is non-sensing and then a 1.65 ft sensor cable.  People have reported that they have used 

longer RJ11 phone extension cables to run the sensor cable to where they need it from a power outlet.  Be sure to use 

this and don’t put unit on the floor with a 110VAC power extension cord sitting in a wet zone.  I have not found any 

info on extending the sensor cable and it is so short it is definitely much less desirable than the Lyric, but some may 

like the no batteries operation. More than one named sensor can be set up and this would definitely be needed to 

cover multiple areas.  The sensor is set up with an app on your Smartphone.  There are some reports of issues 

reconnecting after a power outage, read the reviews.  To cover the basic areas mentioned with the two Lyrics and two 

additional cables, you would need to three sensors for sure and this would still be only 4.95 ft of sensor cable vs. the 

Lyric with 16 ft.  Packaging kinks the sensor rope, make sure it lays flat on floor. 

 

For another review on the web; https://thewirecutter.com/reviews/the-best-smart-leak-detector/ 

 This review picked the dLink before the Lyric, but I believe the 4 ft sensor rope is far more critical than that review 

seemed to give it credit for.  Detecting over an area is critical when you don’t know exactly where the water may come 

down a wall from above, leak out of your own hot water tank, or backflow up from a plugged drain below and 

overflow on the floor.  You can cover a good share of this area with one Lyric with 8-12ft add-on sensor rope for the 

guest bath & utility closet and a second Lyric in the master bath; this would be the basic recommendation.   Extending 

the sensor rope to the kitchen or adding another unit is also recommended.  Since it could take four add-on sensor 

ropes for 16 ft to get from the utility area to the kitchen, or a 12ft headphone extension with one 4 ft sensor rope, or 

one separate Lyric with a 4 ft sensor rope, you have a choice on how to cover possible issues of a leaking dishwasher 

or backflow in the kitchen stacks.  The choice is yours to cover all areas or only partial.   

Master Bath   Guest Bath   Utility Closet  Kitchen        Ave. Cost 

1st Lyric w/4ft sensor rope 2nd Lyric w/4ft sensor + 4ft add-on + 4ft add-on   3rd Lyric w/4ft rope       $220 

1st dLink w/1.65ft sensor 2nd dLink w/1.65ft sensor 3rd dLink w/1.65ft 4th dLink w/1.65             $216 

UPDATE: 3-15-21 Three Moen’s need a sensor rope or two added on each unit to be as effective as the Lyric, cost is 

similar.  Sensor rope covering the largest area where water could leak is by far the most effective monitoring. 

Some things to remember: 

• Be sure to turn off the main supply water valve in utility closet when you leave your condo for the summer season.  

• The setup of a system can be critical and the testing of it can be crucial.   

• If there is a water problem in your condo, the BTC office or your agency needs to be informed immediately in order 

for the problem to be identified thus helping owners involved to avoid escalating expensive issues.  

• In case of malfunction, BTC cannot be held responsible nor can they fix the malfunction, unless contracted to do so 

outside of BTC office hours.   

• This report has been put together as a courtesy to help BTC owners by Scott MacKenzie, an owner in B building.  He 

has done research on 10 other sensors and can share this extensive report with you.   He is also willing to answer any 

questions you might have, but cannot be held responsible for your choice of sensor or any malfunction of such.   

Scott MacKenzie, B102  03/05/18     scottmack1@gmail.com 
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